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social convention. The artist aims at nothing more ambitious
than to reproduce faithfully the familiar patterns and subjects.
In the circumstances the men and horses, birds and beasts,
of the Sub-Mycenaean repertoire do not remain the same
but become more and more crisply conventional and stereo-
typed. There is no conscious experimentation, and no attempt
at realism, humanism, or naturalism. Those arc the charac-
teristics of a more optimistic, confident age, in which
individuals feel more independent of society and social
tradition, or even come to resent its restraint of their own
freedom. The " geometric period " is not a cheerful age,
as we may sec from Ilesiod. Men love the fetters of custom ;
they fear to stand alone; their art is traditional and
anonymous. The painter is very far from incompetent;
he does what he intends ; but he docs not want to do anything
novel or individualistic.
All theories of art arc perilous, since psychology is still
very far from being reduced to a science ; but the above
does not consciously ignore any of the facts.
The literature of the age was no less anonymous than
its art. Its medium was epic poetry, dealing with the brave
days of old, not with the sordid realities of the present;
and the epics, until Homer came, if we may judge by what
late Greek scholars tell us of such poems as the Thcbaid,
were simply metrical sagas, which began at the beginning
and went on to the end, covering a period sometimes of
years in a poem less than half the length of our Iliad, The
bards never intrude their own characters-—when they do
so, like Hesiod or the Blind Man of Chios who wrote the
Hymn to dpotto, the geometric age is near its end. Homer
himself does not abide our question.
And yet there was in these chronicle poems something
of the joy in living and the individualism of the heroic past.
Episodes from the Trojan War period itself survived, little
changed, thanks to the stabilizing effect of the metrical
form j how else can unmistakable descriptions of Mycensean
armour and amenities have survived in an Ionian poem ?
Poems and minstrelsy are easier for emigrants to carry, less

